
Energy Monitoring Pack
Gain an accurate picture of the real demand for your building.
Under-utilization, inefficient scheduling, over performing equipment, fluctuating 
supply and demand—these are all challenges in monitoring building energy. 
With the Energy Monitoring Pack, begin to understand the real demand 
of your building’s key spaces and save energy, money, and time.

Learn more  



Buddy Ohm Monitoring Packs
Buddy Ohm is a simple, complete, and low-cost solution for 
monitoring the consumption of key building resources. The 
system is made up of Internet of Things (IoT) class hardware, 
the Buddy Cloud, plus engaging software experiences that 
allow you to monitor and reduce consumption of natural re-
sources like electricity, water, gas, steam, temperature and 
humidity. With scalable offerings that extend to multiple 
buildings or floors, and customizable solutions and Monitor-
ing Packages, Buddy Ohm gives you the control on how and 
where you monitor your building’s energy use.

Ohm Essentials Pack 
With the Ohm Essentials Pack, gain insight into 
your building’s energy use, benchmark behavior to 
identify trends, and reduce overall energy use.

Building Comfort and Conditioning Pack*

Uneven conditioning, hot and cool zones, and 
poor HVAC scheduling impacts people’s comfort, 
productivity, and wastes energy and money. 
Easily locate your building’s trouble spots.

Cold Storage Monitoring Pack*

Commercial kitchens, freezers, and refrigeration units need 
precise temperature and humidity. Preserve equipment, 
and guarantee food safety with real-time alerts and reports.

Data Center Monitoring Pack*

Keep data centers and server rooms cool by 
monitoring them in real-time. Receive real-time alerts 
if environmental conditions fall outside safe zones.

*Requires Ohm Essentials Pack.

Energy Monitoring Pack
The Buddy Ohm Energy Monitoring Pack uses industry stan-
dard sensors to track temperature, humidity, electricity, 
gas, and water and steam consumption in key areas of your 
building. Whether that’s zones, floors, or rooms, the Energy 
Monitoring Pack can identify use patterns and trends, and 
optimize for better building utilization. This low-cost solu-
tion—installed in a matter of hours—can improve operations, 
provide immediate cost savings, and empower occupants.

With the Energy Monitoring Pack you can:
āā Gain more granular insights into where or 

when your building is over-or-under-utilized

āā Monitor and track key rooms, floors, zones, 
or spaces with high traffic or energy needs 
and consolidate that data into one place

āā Better plan, justify, and track RoI on infrastructure 
replacement for highly used areas of your building

āā Receive real-time alerts of abnormal power use

āā Set savings targets and building goals.

Energy Monitoring Pack includes: (2) Ohm Links, (10) CTs, (3) 240V AV/AC 
convertors, National installation partner available (if required). Two-year 
subscription and 3 user accounts to Ohm View and Ohm Portal. Requires 
the purchase or existing installation of the Ohm Essentials Pack.

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE:

 Buddy Ohm Hardware
Gain a global view of your building’s energy 
use with sleek IoT-class hardware that’s 
easily installed next to power panels, 
meters, and sub-metering systems.

 Real-time Alerts and Reporting
Waste no time in ensuring occupant comfort 
and proper management of your building’s 
systems with real-time alerts and reporting.

 Ohm View Dashboard and Ohm Portal
With data-rich, glance-and-go visuals, building 
operators, managers, and occupants can 
work together to make real-time decisions to 
achieve savings and long-term sustainability.
 

 Buddy Cloud, Support and Upgrades 
Access your data 24/7 from anywhere, 
on any device, with the confidence 
that it is safe and secure.
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Get started with Buddy Ohm, email us at: sales@buddy.com 


